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This thesis describes a system of algorithms which 
have been implemented on a digital computer in an inter-
active system designed to aid in the solution of monoal-
phabetic substitution ciphers. The programs aid the user 
by recognizing short words of four letters or less and 
words containing patterns of repeated letters. 
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Since the beginning of written communications man has 
been devising methods of disguising his messages. In most 
cases this has been immediately countered by other men de-
veloping methods to recover the hidden messages. 
In recent years a new tool has entered this picture. 
The computer has proven to be a powerful aid in all areas 
of cryptography. The principal advantage in the encoding 
and decoding processes is the speed with which it can per-
form very complicated processes. The speed of the computer 
is also very important in the cryptanalysis process. 
The cryptanalysis process has many facets. It includes 
many statistical analyses which can be done quickly and 
accurately by a computer. Examples of these include fre-· 
quency counts (number of occurrences of each letter), con-
tact tables (occurrences of letters immediately preceding 
or following each letter), and position tables (relative 
letter position within words). 
Another important area in cryptanalysis is pattern 
recognition. This includes the recognition of reversals, 
common endings, and patterns of repeated letters. The speed 
. and large memory of the computer are both very useful in 
these areas. 
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This project deals with one specific area of pattern 
recognition, namely vvord recognition. Certain character-
istics of a word such as its length and composition (in 
terms of repeated letters and present letters) are used 
to identify words. This is applied in the solution of a 
specific kind of simple substitution cipher. 
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BACKGROUND 
One of the earliest methods of secret v1ri ting Vlas a 
substitution cipher. \:J.F. Friedlna.n's (6) definition is: 
A su.bstitution cipher is a cryptogram in which 
the original letters of the plain ·text, taken 
either singly or in groups of constant length, 
have been replaced by other letters, figures, 
signs, or combinations of them, in accordance 
with a definite system and key (p. ?). 
One type of substitution cipher is a monoalphabetic 
substitution cipher. In a monoalphabetic substitution 
ci1)her the same character or symbol is always substituted 
for the same letter. For example, an A is always used 
for a Q, a B is always used for an R, and so forth. 
There are three different t:/l_'Jes of m.onoalphabetic 
substitution ciphers. The simplest type is a Caesar cipher. 
In a Caesar cipher the cipher alphabet is shifted relative 
to the plain alphabet, For exa.mple, 
plain - ABCDEFGHIJKLI!INOPQRS 1rUV':JXYZ 
CIPHER - PQHSTUY',JXYZABCDEFGHIJXUiiW 
The cipher alphabet can also be reversed: 
plain - ABCDEFGHIJKLI.IIJOPQRSTU'\r:.'JXYZ 
cipher - FEDCBAZYX1rJVUTSRQPON1:1LKJIHG 
The second type of monoal~ohabetic substitution cipher 
J 
is a keyword cipher. In this type a 1\:e;rword is selected 
to define part of the substitution alphabet and then the 
remainder of the alphabet is used to define the rest. For 
example: 
plain - ABCDEFGJU,J1\:U,1NOPQRSTUVv'JXYZ 
cipher - NPQS'rUBXZ[CZYdORDABCFGHIJLM 
Of course the };:eyword may be placed anywhere under the 
plain alphabet. Also the remaining letters may be used 
in reverse order. 'For example: 
plain - ABCDEFGHIJXLWNOPQHSTUV1rJXYZ 
cipher - IHGFCBAKEYitJORDZXVUT~)QPNIU.JJ 
The only restriction on keywords is that no letters may 
be repeated in the word. Obviously this would result in 
two plain letters for the same cipher letter. 
The third type of 1nonoalphabetic substitution cipher 
is a random cipher. TJ'Ji th this type the letters in the 
cipher alphabet can be arranged in any order. Thus there 
is no relation between one letter and the one next to it. 
That makes this type·of monoalphabetic substitution cipher 
the most difficult to solve. 
Monoalphabetic substitution ciphers have been recorded 
at several different times in history. The Caesar cipher 
is credited to Julius Caesar although there is some doubt 
that he actually used it. However it was known at that 
time. Much later, in 18J9, Edgar Allen Poe brought mono-
alphabetic substitution ciphers into public attention again 
by challenging his readers to submit cryptograms for him to 
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solve. According to David Kahn (12) in Jhe Codebreakers, he 
received many cryptograms and published solutions to most of 
them. In one case he printed an elaborate proof that a sub-
mi. tted crYJ_)togram was nothing but a collection of letters sub-
mitted by someone who wanted to see what he would read into it. 
Monoalphabetic substitution ciphers have also appeared 
in literature. Edgar Allen Poe's (18) The Gold-Bug, published 
in 181.1-3, contained such a cipher. Various numbers and special 
characters were used for substitutions instead of letters but 
the method was the same. Sir Arthur Conan Doyle (3) used a 
similar cipher in his short story The Adventure of the Dancing 
Ironically, monoalphabetic substitution ciphers in all 
their simplicity were still being used by some governments 
as late as the early part of the twentieth century. According 
to Herbert 0. Yardley ( 25) in his book The Lii.m8rican Black Chamber 
the l/Iexican government was using a simple substitution cipher 
as late as 1917. 'u'J. F. Friedman ( 6) reports in his book Elemen-
tary Cr;n)tanalysis that a German general used a simple substi tu-
tion cipher for a short time in 1918 before he was informed of 
its vulnerability. 
Of the three types of monoalphabetic substitution ciphers, 
the Caesar cipher is the easiest type to solve. Counting both 
forward and reversed alphabets there are only 51 possible so-
lutions. Thus it is realistic to consider solving these by 
brute force. That is, by listing all 51 possible solutions 
and selecting the correct one by inspection. This is the 
method employed by Frederick 1tJ. Chesson ( 2) in his program 
described in his article in Datamation. 
Keyword and random ciphers can not be solved so easily. 
The big reason is that the number of possible solutions is 
much larger. Specifically, the number of possible solutions 
of a random cipher is 26! which is equal to 403,291,461,126, 
605, 635,58L.~, 000,000. Obviously it would be impossible to 
list all the possible solutions and select the correct one 
by inspection. However other methods have been developed 
which are more effective. 
There are several terms involved in the solution of 
ciphers that sh6uld be defined at this point. The cinher-
text is the encoded message. The plaintext is the corre-
sponding decoded message. A ciphertext letter is a letter 
from the ciphertext. A plaintext letter is a letter from 
the plaintext. A plaintext substitution is the assignment 
of a letter from the plaintext alphabet to a specific letter 
in the ciphertext alphabet. For example, ciphertext letter 
A corresponds to plaintext letter R. 
One of the earliest methods of solution was the use 
of the frequency count. With messages in excess of 200 to 
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300 characters the number of times various characters appear 
usually gives a good indication of what letters they represent. 
Extensive research has been done to develop tables of fre-
quencies. These include tables constructed after counting 
the frequencies in a text of 10,000 letters done by Ohaver (17) 
and Hitt (6). 
With messages of shorter length, JO to 150 characters, 
the frequency count is less reliable and therefore less 
useful. Hovwver there are other techniques that can be 
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used. Some of these methods will be described in Chapter III. 
The fact that a unique solution exists in cryptograms 
of such short length vms shown by Claude Shannon ( 21) in his 
article "Communication Theory of Secrecy Systems." He de-
fined a quantity called the unici ty point \Vhich is the number 
of letters required in a cryptogram to give a unique and un-
ambiguous solution. 
The calculation of the unicity point is based on the 
structure of a language. The basic measure of structure 
is a quantity called entropy. Entropy measures the lack 
of structure or randomness of a language. Shannon found 
statistically that English has an entropy of about one bit 
per vvord. The maximum entropy (e) for an alphabet of 26 
letters is 4.7 bits per letter. Using these values the re-
dundancy (D) of English is given by the equation 
D = 1 - 1/e 
This gives a value of approximately 75 percent. The unicity 
point is defined by the equation 
up = H(K)/D 
Where E(K) is a measure of the key space. F'or a simple sub-
stitution cipher in English 
H(K) = log1026: = 20 
Thus the unicity point of a simple substitution cipher in 
English is approximately 27 letters. 
According to Shannon any simple substitution cryptogram 
in English having more than 27 or 28 letters has a unique 
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and unambiguous solution. It has been verified experimentally 
that such a point exists between 20 and JO letters. 
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CHAPTER III 
i"lETiiOD OF bO.LUTION 
Solving cryptograms of relatively short length, 30 to 
150 characters, often requires special techniques. Two very 
useful techniques involve the use of short words and pattern 
words. 
For this thesis short words are defined as words of one 
to four letters where no letters are repeated. The cutoff at 
four letters was an arbitrary decision based on the memory 
restrictions of the IBM 1130 computer used in this project. 
Short words are helpful because the number of possibil-
ities is much less than for longer words. For instance, the 
toL~l number of possicle two-letter words is 650. However, 
many of the co:nbinations, such as "qp" and "xy" do not occur 
as words in the English language. It is estimated that the 
actual number of valid two-letter words in English is less 
than 50. 
As words get longer the nu~ber of possibilities increases 
but it remains manageable for a while. The total number of 
possible three-letter words is 15,600. It is estimated that 
there are less than 550 that are valid English words. Like-
wise, there are 358,800 possible four-letter words but less 
than 1750 of them are valid English words. 
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Since the number of possibilities for short words is 
reasonably small it is feasible to construct tables listing 
all the possibilities. These tables can then be used to 
determine posr.-Jible vwrds for use in a solution. Such tables 
are especially useful if one or more plaintext letters have 
been deciphered in a short word. When one or more plaintext 
letters are knovm a properly constructed table will quickly 
give the possibilities for the remaining letters. With short 
vwrds of four letters or less the number of possibilities 
will often be very small. Thus the right solution will be 
fairly easy to pick. 
Various techniques for utilizing short word~ are described 
in Gaines(?), Smith (21L Pratt (19), and Ohaver (17). 'rhe 
solution techniques used with short words vary somewhat depend-
ing on the length of the words. One technique is used for one-
letter words. A second is used for two-letter words. A third 
is used for three and four-letter words. 
The one-letter word technique is very simple. lrjhen a 
one-letter vwrd is encountered a list of unused plaintext 
letters is checked. If A or I is available, but not both, 
then it is substituted. If both are available no substitution 
is made. If neither is available the solution may be suspect 
and the solution process may be stopped or continued as desired. 
The technique used for two-letter words is more compli-
cated. Substitutions are made from two-letter words only when 
one plaintext letter is present. The knm'm plaintext letter 
and the position of the unknown letter are used to get the 
possible words from a table of all possible two-letter words. 
For instance, if 0_ is encountered then the possible words 
·from the table might be "of" , "on" , and "or" • 'rhe letters 
F, N, and R are then checked against the unused plaintext 
letter list. If only one letter is available then it is 
substituted. If two or more letters are still available 
then no substitution is made. If none of the letters is 
available then no substitution is made and the absence may· 
be noted as an error indication. 
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The same technique is used for both three and four-letter 
words. This technique also depends on one or more plaintext 
letters being present in a word. The first plaintext letter 
present in a v10rd is used to extract the list of possible 
words from the table of all possible words of that length. 
If more than one plaintext letter is present, those words 
in the extracted possible word list that do not fit are 
eliminated. The same t:y-pe of substitution process is used 
that is used in the tv10-letter. technique. However each un-
solved letter is considered separately. Thus there can be 
from none to tv10 substituti.ons with a three-letter word and 
none to three substitutions with a four-letter word. However, 
if no substitutions exist for one unsolved letter then no 
substitutions are made for any other unsolved letters in that 
word. 
Pattern words are words containing one or more repeated 
letters. There are various methods for representiDg a pattern 
in a word. The method employed in this project is described 
by Harris (9). A word is represented by an equal length sequence 
of digits. All the nonrepeating letters are represented by 
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zeros. The first repeating letter 1s represented by a one 
in each position where it occurs. The second repeating letter, 
if present, is represented by a two in each position where 
it occurs. This process continues until all letters are re-
presented by a digit. 
The following examples illustrate this representation 
system. The pattern 000001001 represents a nine-letter word 
vri th the sixth and ninth letters the same. Thb pattern would 
represent the word "knowledge" or the word "important". The 
pattern 12Jl.f..2.5J041.5 represents an eleven-letter word iNhere 
the first and tenth letters are the same, the second and fifth 
letter are the same, the third and seventh letters are the 
same, the fourth and ninth letters are the same, and the sixth 
and eleventh letters are the same. This pattern would represent 
the word "unconscious". 
Pattern words are helpful in the solution process because 
having a pattern greatly reduces the number of possibilities 
for a word. At least 507~ of English words are pattern words. 
Ivlore than 70% of the patterns represent single words. Thus 
a list or file of pattern words is very useful. If it is pro-
perly ordered, the possible words for a given pattern can be 
quickly obtained. 
Various techniques for utilizing pattern v;ords are described 
in Gaines (7), Pratt (19), Harris (9), and Ohaver (1?). The 
substitution technique used with pattern vwrds in this project 
is the same as the three or four-letter word technique. The 
only difference is that no plaintext letters need to be known 
because the pattern is used to reduce the universe of possibilities. 
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These techniques are particularly powerful when they are 
used together qn an entire cryptogram. As each substitution 
is developed it is made thrm.J.ghout the entire cryptogram. 
'rhis reduces the number of possibilities for remaining words 
which leads to more substitutions. This process is continued 
until the entire cryptogram is solved. This process is illus-
trated in the example in the next chapter. 
CHAPTER IV 
EXAr1PLE OF SOLUTIO!~ PROCESS 
The solution process is best illustrated by going through 
an example, step by step. Note, in the following example 
the short word tables and pattern word file used were those 
available in the computer progra~s to be described later. 
The following cryptogram is a typical example of those often 
found in_ newspapers. 
KWU QPGDZUYNU KWRK DWRKUAUF WRJJUPI KG EGC VI HGF 
000001001 1001 00001010 0011000 
EGCF NGGY, FRVIUI EGC KG KWU WUVtf~KI GH ZVAVPN VP 
0110 000101 1000100 010100 
JRFRYVIU. - WRIVYVO IREVPN 
01010000 
Notice that the pattern words have their associated patterns 
under them. 
Since no plaintext letters are known initially the first 
substitutions ~ust be developed from pattern words. The 
first pattern word in.the cryptogram is the second word. 
The only word in the pattern word file matching the pattern 
000001001 is the word "knowledge". Since only one possible 
word is known it is substituted into the cryptogram giving 
the following: 
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E KNQ1:Jl,EDGE ~1] E E EN 0 0 
KHU QPGDZUYNU lG'JRK D':JHKUAUF lciHJJUPI KG EGG 
000001001 1001 00001010 0011000 
0 
VI HGF 
0 GOOD E 0 0 E E G 0 L NG N 
EGCF liGGY, FRVIUI EGG KG Kl."JU 'ltlUVNl\TKI GH ZVAVPN VP 
0110 000101 1000100 010100 
D E D NG 
JHFRYVIU. - vtlRIVYVO IREVPN 
01010000 
After the substitutions have been made processing con-
tinues with the third word. Since it is a pattern word the 
pattern word file is checked. Although eight possibilities 
are found only the words "sits", "sons" and "that" fit '.Vi th 
the available unused plaintext letters. Since there are no 
common letters no substitutions can be derived. 
The fourth word is also a pattern word. Checking the 
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pattern word file gives the four possible words: "achieved", 
"v;hatever", "learning" and "virtuous". With the known plain-
text letters the only word that will fit is "whatever". 
Making those substitutions gives the following: 
THE KNOVJLEDGE TPcAT WH..ATEVER rL.t\ EN TO 0 OR 
10iJU QPGDZUYNU 1CJRK m'JRKUAUF WRJ JUPI KG EGC VI HGF 
000001001 1001 00001010 0011000 
0 H GOOD RA E 0 TO THE HE GHT 0 L V NG N 
EGCF NGGY, FRVIUI EGC KG KHU WUVfi\!'DG GH ZVAVPN VP 
0110 000101 1000100 010100 
ARAD E HA D A NG 
JRFRYVIU. - l"JRIVYVO IREVPN 
01010000 
With these substitutions the fifth word is over half 
solved. Checking the pattern word file gives the following 
six possibilities: II freed0ffi 11 1 II freeing" 1 crcollide" J II fellOWS" 1 
"pillars" and "telling". Since the known plaintext letters 
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do not correspond with any of thepossible words no additional 
substitutions can be developed from this word. 
The sixth word hafJ been completely solved so consideration 
moves on to the seventh word. The seventh word is a three-
letter word viith one plaintext letter known. Since a plain-
text letter is lm.ov,rn the three-letter vJOrd table can be used 
to find possible words. Consid6ring the unused plaintext 
letters available gives four possibilities: "boy", "joy", 
"you" and "job". Again there are no COI!h'llon letters in any 
position so no substitutions can be made. 
No substitutions have affected the eighth word at this 
:point so processing continues to the ninth word. The ninth 
word is a three-letter v10rd vvith two plaintext letters known. 
The only three-letter word that fits these conditions is the 
word "for". Waking the substitution gives the folloVJing <~ 
THE KNOVJLEDGE THAT WIIATEv'TIFt 1-W. EN TO 0 FOR 
K\rlU QPGDZUYNU K~iRK mmKUAUF WRJJUPI KG EGG VI HGF 
000001001 1001 00001010 0011000 
0 R GOOD HA E 0 rro TRE 
EGCF NGGY, FRVIUI EGC KG Kl'JU 
0110 000101 
AP..A.D E HA D A NG 
JHFRYVIU. - VJRIVYVO IHEVPIJ 
01010000 
HE GHT OP L v NG N 
lrJUVI\lt'1JI(I GH ZVAVPN VP 
1000100 010100 
The tenth word is a four-letter vmrd with tv;o plain-
text letters currently knovm. Checking the four-letter word 
table and taking into account the available plaintext letters 
yields two possibilities, "pour" and "your". In this case 
the first letters of tha possible words are different but 
the third letters of both words are the same. Since there 
is only one possibility for the third letter it is substi-
tuted giving the following: 
THE KNOWLEDGE THAT wHATEVER HP EN TO OU FOR 
K~VU QPGDZUYNU K..JHK DWRKUAUF vJRJJU.2I KG EGC VI HGF 
000001001 1001 00001010 0011000 
OUR GOOD RA E OU TO THE HE GHT OF L V NG N 
EGCF NGGY, FRVIUI EGC KG KWU WUVNWKI GH ZVAVPN VP 
0110 000101 1000100 010100 
A RA D E HA D A NG 
JRFRYVIU. - WRIVYVO IREVPN 
01010000 
At this point the eleventh word has been completely 
solved by previous substitutions. The twelfth word is half 
solved but no possibilities are listed in the pattern word 
file for that pattern, so no substitutions can be derived 
from it. The thirteenth word is a partially solved three-
17 
letter word. Using the known plaintext letters and the three-
letter word table gives only one possible word, "you". Since 
the letter Y is s~ill available it is substituted into the 
cryptogra~ giving the following: 
THE KNOWLEDGE TH,\ T WHATEVER riA EN TO YOU FOR 
KWU QPGDZUYNU KWRK DWRKUAUF W3JJUPI KG EGC VI HGF 
000001001 1001 00001010 0011000 
YOUR GOOD BA E YOU TO THE HE GHT OF L V NG N 
EGCF NGGY, FRVIUI EGC KG K...rU wUVNWKI GH ZVAV?N VP 
0110 000101 1000100 010100 
A RA D E HA D AY NG 
JRFRYVIU. - WRIVYVO IREVPN 
01010000 
The sixteenth word is the next one still containing 
so~e unsolved letters. It is a pattern word but checking 
the pattern word file gives the word "already" as the only 
word matching the pattern. Since the known plaintext letters 
in the sixt~enth word do not matcn ~he letters in the word 
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"~lready" no edditio~~l substitutions can be developed from 
this word. The same problem is encountered with the eigh-
teenth word. Although some possible words'are known, none 
of them fit with the known plaintext letters. 
The nineteenth word is a two-letter word ending in the 
letter N. The two-letter word table lists three possible 
words: "an", "in", and "on". Since the letters A and 0 are 
already used the only letter left to substitute is I giving 
the following: 
THE KNOWLEDGE THAT WHATEVER HA EN TO YOU I FOR 
KWU QPGDZUYNU K,a/RK DWRKUAUF I'IRJJUPI KG EGC VI HGF 
000001001 1001 00001010 0011000 
YOUR GOOD RAI E YOU TO THE HEIGH'r OF LIVING IN 
EGCF NGGY, FRVIUI EGC KG KWU WUVNWKI GH ZVl\VPN VP 
0110 000101 1000100 010100 
ARADI E HA IDI AYING 
JRFRYVIU. - W?..IVYVO IREVPN 
01010000 
The twentieth word is another pattern word that has 
not been completely solved. Checking the pattern word file 
gives the word "paradise" for that pattern. The known plain-
text letters match those in the possible word and the letters 
P and S are still available so they are substituted giving 
the following: 
THE KNOWLEDGE THA·r WHATEVER HAPPENS ·ro YOU IS FOR 
KWU QPGDZUYNU KWRK DWRKUAUF WRJJUPI KG EGC VI HGF 
000001001 1001 00001010 0011000 
YOUR GOOD RAISES YCU TO THE HJ!;IGHTS O.F' LIVING IN 
EGCF NGGY, FRVIUI EGC KG KWU WUVNWKI GH ZVAVPN VP 
0110 000101 1000100 010100 
PARADISE HASIDI SAYING 
JRFRYVIU. - WRIVYVO IREVPN 
01010000 
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At this point the only unsolved letter remaining is in 
the area following the last hyphen. This area generally con-
tains the source of the quotation which precedes it. This 
area is not chccl'~ed for pattern or short words bec~:3.Uf38 the 
vocabulery is mostly proper names and is a completely differ-
ent vocabulary from th~ regular text. In this case it is 
fairly easy to see that the missing letter must be C which 
makes the sov.rce "HG.rc;idic saying". If any letters in the 
text were still unsolved a second pass could be made and, 
probably, more substitutions developed because of the addi-
tional knovrn pl;:dntext letters and the reduced number of 
letters still available. 
CHAP,rER V 
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 
A collection of programs has been written to aid in the 
solution of monoalphabetic substitution ciphers. These programs 
form an interactive system which aids the user by developing 
substitutions froT short words and pattern words. This frees 
the user so he can concentrate on more complex decisions deal-
ing with tense, antecedents, and other grammatical restric-
tions and questions of context. This syste~ has proved to be 
quite effective in the majority of cases. 
A cryptogram is processed one word at a time. when a 
short word (of length four or less) is encountered and one 
or more plaintext substitutions have been made the appropriate 
table is searched for additional possible substitutions. 
When.a word with one or more repeated letters is encountered 
the pattern word file is searched for possible substitutions. 
As each word is processed any additional substitutions devel-
oped are made orior to processing the next ~,Tord. Thus as each 
substitution is made it is utilized to develop more substitu-
tions. 
When the entire cryptogram has been processed without 
developing any new subs·ti tutions the program lists the crypt-
ogram with all current substitutions. At this point the 
20 
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progra~ cannot arrive at ~ore substitutions until so~e addi-
tional input is received. When one or more new substitutions 
have been made, the program can be allowed to try again to 
find more substitutions. Often the additional information 
will lead to additional substitutions. 
Cryptograms are input into the system on cards. A single 
cry~togr9~ can be punched on one or two cards in the format 
shown in Table I. The date and sequence fields are optional. 
The date field is printed above the initial listing of the 
cryptogram for identification. The sequence field is not 
used at all. With the two card limit the maximum length of 
a cryptogra11 that can be solved at one ti11e is 148 characters 
1ncluding spaces and punctuation. The end of the text of the 
cryptogram is flagged by a dollar sign($). 
CARD COLUMNS 
1 - 5 
6 






Text of Cryptogram 
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The hyphen is the only other special character with 
special significance. It is used to separate the crypto-
gram source from the text of the cryptogram. This is not 
particular)_y restrictive except when an author has a hyphen-
ated name. In that case some other symbol should be used 
in his name. If a hyphenated word occurs in the cryptogram 
and there is no author then a hyphen should be appended on 
the end of the cryptogram. That part of the cryptogram 
following the last hyphen, normally the author's name, is 
not checked for patterns or short words because it generally 
encompasses a different vocabulary, principally proper names. 
After a cryptogram has been read, the rest of the input 
comes from the console typewriter. The commands from the 
console typewriter control the operation of the program. 
The instruction codes allowed are listed in Table II and 
described in the following paragraphs. 
The code A is used to print the available letter list. 
This command lists those plaintext letters which have not 
been assigned a cipher equivalent, in other words, the plain-
text letters that have not been used yet. 
The code END is used to terminate the program. This 
code terminates the program and returns control to the mon-
itor system of the computer. 
The code F is used to print the frequency count. Al-
.though a frequency count is of limited use, it is available 
if desired. The frequency count includes all letters in the 














CONSOIJE HTSTRUC'I'ION CODES 
Print Available Plaintext Letter List 
Terminate the Program 
Print the Frequency Count 
Make All Possible Substitutions and Print 
Print Instructions 
Read New Cryptogram 
Print Cryptogram with Current Substitutions 
Restart Current Cryptogram 
Print Current Substitutions 
Print Possible Words for Word nn 
Assignment Statement 
The code G is the most powerful command. It allows 
the program to develop substitutions from short words and 
pattern v1ords. \:Jhen all possible substitutions have been 
made the cryptogram is listed with all of the current sub-
stitutions. 
The code I is used to get an instruction listing. The 
list describes the various codes allowed and the Console 
Entry Switch (CES) settings allowed. 
The code NElnJ is used to read a new cryptogram. All 
of the tables are reset and a nev1 cryptogr2.m is read in on 
the card reader. 
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The code R is used to restart processing on the same 
cryptogram. All of the tables are reset and processing is 
resumed as if the cryptogram had just been read. 
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The code S is used to list all of the current substi-
tutions. This code prints the cipher al;>habet and the plain 
alphabet, showing the substitutions that have been made. 
This can be particularly useful when working on keyword 
ciphers. 
When the S command is used, two lines are printed.. 
Each line is divided into two parts. The first half of the 
second line is the complete cipher alphabet. ·rhe first half 
of the first line contains those plain alphabet letters that 
have been substituted thus far. They are printed over the 
corresponding cipher letters. The letters in the second 
line that have no letter appearing over them are the cipher 
letters that have not had plaintext letters substituted for 
them yet. 
The second half of each line contains similar lnfor:na-
tion. The sec0nd nalf of tflcl top line contains tne COillplete 
plaintext alp~abet. The second half of the second line con-
tains those ciphertext letters that have plaintext letters 
substituted for them. They are printed under the correspond-
ing plaintext letters. The letters in the top line that do 
not have letters under them are the plaintext letters that 
are still available for substitutions. 
This command is especially useful in the solution of 
keyword monoalphabetlc substitution ciphers because of the 
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order preserved in the cipher alphabet. Often when only a 
few substitutions have been made more can be deduced from 
the list orlnted. This can best be illustrated with the 
following examples~ 
Suppose that tha following list is obtained by using 
the S co'!lmand. 
W J N D G ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRS'rUVWXYZ 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ S V K 0 I 
I 
Most often the keyword will appear in the second half of 
the listing. If that is the case in this situation then 
the S and V with two spaces between the'!l are a strong indi-
cation that T=E and U=F are valid substitu.tions. 
After a few more substitutions the list might appear 
like this: 
P W J N ODEFG L ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRS'rUVWXY?.; 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ STUV K Y ORD I 
In this case the 1ceyword used h8 s become obvious gl ving the 
substitutions E=K and W=M. These substitutions lead to ~ore 
substitutions such as X=H and Z=I. These last two substi-
tutions are developed again fro.11 the order of the letters 
in the cipher alphabet. 
The code W is used to list possible words. The code 
is used in the for:n Wnn where nn is a one o·r two digit num-
ber specifying the word for which t~e possibilities should 
be listed. This code only works for two. three, and four-
letter words and pattern words. Only those words that fit 
when all of the current suostitutions have been made are 
listed. 
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1fhe l'J code can be very helpful in some cases. Suppose, 
for example, that one seonent of a partial solution to a 
cry})toe;ram. is " • • • rir.EN AN_ l''JOflEN • • • " Using the t'J com-
mand on the second word of the segment yields two possibilities, 
"and" and "any". Although the program cannot differentiate 
between the two words, to the human user the word "and" is 
obviously much more likely in this context. tven in less 
clear cut cases the W code can often be useful. 
The final command is the assignment statement. It is 
of the form X=Y where X is any ciphertext letter and Y is 
the plaintext letter to be associated with it. The Y may 
be blank to "undo" an assignment. The substitutions made 
by the program are also printed in this form. 
The Console Entry Switches (CES) can also be used to 
control various operations of the program. The use of these 
switches is not required. Their use is merely to eliminate 
various functions if that is desired. The switches with 
their uses are listed in Table III and in the following 
paragraphs. 
CES 0 can be used to inhibit the pattern word routines. 
If it is on during the reading of a cryptogram then the pos-
sible vrords for the pattern words will not be listed. If 
it is on when a G code is entered then no substitutions will 
be generated from pattern vTOrds. 
CES 2 can be used to inhibit the two-letter word rou-
tine. If it is on when a G code is entered then no sub-
stitutions will be generated from two-letter words. 
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CES 3 can be used to inhibit the three-letter word 
routine. If it is on when a G code is entered then no sub-
stitutions will be generated from the three-letter words. 
CES 4 can be used to inhibit the four-letter word 
routine. If it is on when a G code is entered then no sub-
stitutions will be generated from four-letter words.· 
CES 14 can be used to prevent the listing of the in-
structions when the progra~ is started. The switch must 
be set before the printing starts, to be effective. It will 









CONSOLE EN·rRY SWITCH USES 
USE 
Pattern Word Routine 
Two-Letter Word Routine 
Three-Letter Word Routine 
Four-Letter Word Routine 
Instruction Listing 
CHAPTER VI 
SUP PLE1'1ENTAL ?ROGHAMS 
In addition to the main system there are two other pro-
grams involved. One is used to build the files of short 
words. The other is used to build the pattern words file. 
There are three files of short words. One contains 
two-letter words; one contains three-letter words; and one 
contains four-lecter word.s. All chree files have tne same 
format. Each file actually consists of three arrays. The 
arrays are set up to impart a Multilist organization to 
the files. The Multilist structure consists of a directory 
to facilitate accessing the file. The directory entries 
consist of a key, in this case a specific letter in a spe-
cific position, and a pointer to the first relevant entry 
in the file. Each entry also contains the number of words 
matching the condition. After the first word is accessed, 
subsequent words are located using linked lists set up in 
the file. This organization permits the desired words to 
be located in the file very quickly. 
The thlrd array cont~lns th~ actual file. It also 
contains sorne link pointers to indicate different orders 
of the words. The first link pointer •t~l th each word links 
the words in alphabetical order. The second link pointer 
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with each word links the words in alphabetical order by 
their second letters. With the three and four-letter word 
files a third link pointer with e2.ch word links the words 
in alphabetical order by their third letters. The four-
letter \vord file contains a fourth lin}: pointer vvi th each 
word. It connects the words in alphabetical order by their 
fourth letters. 
The first array contains pointers for finding words 
with a given letter in a given position. The second array 
contains entries giving the number of words containing a 
given letter in a given position. Ther:::e two arrays are 
used to locate the words containing the given letter in 
the given position. 
This can best be illustrated by an example. To keep 
it simple a two-letter word will be used. The two-letter 
word tables are shovm in Figure 1. If the vwrd M is en-
countered the letter M and its position, first, are used 
with the first table to find the two-letter words fitting 
that form. 
Using the START table go down to the M row. Since the 
letter Tvi occurs in the first :position of the word take the 
first number in the r:1 row, 15. The first word in the two-
letter word file of' the form 1:1 is word number 15. The 
corresponding entry from the NUI\lBER table is 2. Therefore, 
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.there are two words starting with the letter M in the table. 
Final processing occurs in the WORDS table. It starts 
with the fifteenth entry. The fifteenth entry in the l1JORDS 
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S~rAHT fTlJT.IJJI£I{ worms 
A 1 6 t' J 0 Af1 2 2 1 
B 6 ;:., '-' 2 0 
!\ i'.T 
.tl.!.\! 3 12 2 
c 8 6 0 0 I~ C'1 ""''"_) L~ 13 ...., .) 
D 8 6 1 0 l'l ~c 5 :1. Lr- l.t 
E 9 6 0 L~ AX 6 7 5 
p 9 11 0 2 I3E 7 10 6 
G 9 1 1 0 BJ~ 0 16 7 u 
H 10 1 1 0 DO 9 9 8 
T 11 1 4 0 GO 10 17 0 .L / 
J 15 1 0 0 HE :1.1 15 10 
Tr 15 1 0 0 T'i' 12 18 11 r~ -- .L 
IJ :l r.: •./ 1 0 0 Il\T 13 19 12 
hi 15 1 2 1 IS iLl- 2LJ. 13 
T\T 
L I 17 2 1 3 IT 15 5 1Li-
0 18 8 3 5 I\ffi 16 25 15 
p 21 23 0 1 r•v •.L!. 17 0 16 
Q 21 20 0 0 NO 18 21 17 
R 21 20 0 1 o·c· L' 1 () -/ 1 13 
("i 21 r~ 1 ,.) ./ 3 OI~J ?n '~ \) 8 19 
rn 22 LJ. 1 2 ou 21 0 20 .1. H _} 
u 23 5 2 0 f~O 22 22 21 
v 25 5 0 0 TO 2? ?~ 22 -./ -_; 
\"T <IJ 25 5 1 0 UP 2'+ 20 23 
v 25 5 0 1 us 25 4 2Ll-A 
y 25 7 0 r, VIE 0 11 25 "--
'7 25 2.5 0 0 26 u 
Figure 1 ; Two-letter vmrd file 
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table is the word LIE. Since there is more than one entry 
desired, the next one car_ be found by using the link pointers 
following the word I':B. Since the firnt letter is the known 
letter the first linlc pointer is the one to be used. It 
points to vJOrd number 16 vrhich is l\1Y. r.rhus the two possible 
words fitting L1 are Till and NY. 
A similar process is used when the second letter is 
the given letter. The only difference is that the second 
numbers and linl-c pointers are used instead of the first ones. 
The same type of arrays and lookup techniques are used 
for the three-letter and four-letter word files also. There 
are just additional columns added for the additional letters. 
This system of 'sord lookup has the obvious advantage 
of being very fast. It is also equally fast with any pos-
sibility. The position of a word in the file does not affect 
the time required to find it. 
The pattern word file has a simpler structure. It is 
a sequentic1l file organized as show.t1 in Figure 2. The file 
is in sequence by the length of the pattern words. That · 
is, the shorter words come first. Within each group of a 
given length, the words and patterns are arranged in descend-
ing order by their patterns as described earlier. Because 
of the varying number of words fitting a given pattern and 
the varying size of the patterns, a variable length record 
scheme is used. This gives much better disk space utiliza-
tion than a fixed length record scheme would. 
Because of the sequential organization of the pattern 
word file a sequential search must be used to find a desired 
J2 
pn.ttern. rrhis means thc-ct the search time depe:ndc; on the 
size of the pattern. However, since the file is in ascend-
ing sequence, the short vvo:c·dc~ occur first and, 2s a general 































AFFAIRS, ATTACKS, OPPOSED 
DIVIDED 
Figure 2. Section of the pattern word file 
The program that buildc the pattern word file uses a 
card file for input. ~Phe car de contain the pattern and 
the words matching that pattern. The program does some 
error chcc}:ing during the building of the file to guarantee 
the sequence and to o.Gsure that the wordc ms.tch the patterns. 
CHAPTER VII 
LIMITATIONS AND EXPANSION 
The system is currently implemented on an IBM 1130 
computer. It is writ ten in A. N. S. I. St3.ndard Basic Fortran( 11) 
except for the nonstandard DATA and disk I/O statements 
required for the 1130. For that reason it should be fairly 
easy to iT.plement it on a different machine. The extensive 
use of the Console Entry S~itches should be no problem be-
cause they are all accessed through a subroutine called 
DATSW which can be substituted on a different machine. If 
no external switches were available the subroutine could 
be du~mied and the programs would still function properly. 
The Console Entry Switches are only used to eliminate func-
tions. so their absence would not hinder the programs. 
The relatively small 8k memory of this 1130 has _forced 
several restrictions in the progra~s. The restrictions in-
clude limits on table sizes and structuring of the progra~. 
The 'llain system consists of a main program and seven 
subroutines. In order to fit into memory, the subroutines 
have to be overlaid. This is accomplished entirely through 
the Job Co~trol Language for the 1130 without the use of 
any special Fortran statements such as CALL LINK. If more 
memory were available these subroutines could all be resident 
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in memory, which would allow the program to run much faster. 
The short word table sizes are also limited by the mem-
ory size. The routines are implemented with roo::n. for 54 
two-letter words, 80 three-letter words, and 174 four-letter 
words. The particular figures are based on the size of 
available memory and also the optimum utilization of disk 
space to store the files. ·while the space for the two-letter 
words is adequate, the three and four-letter W'ord tables 
should be bigger. That is, there are more words than there 
is sp8ce avail8.ble now. 
With a larger machine there are several other things 
that could be added for further improvement. Tables of fi.ve, 
six, and possibly even seven-letter words could be added 
to the vocabulary of the program. There are several other 
aids that could also be added. These include contact tables 
showing occurrences of letters immediately preceding and 
following each letter, position tables showing relative 
letter positions within words, and sequence tables showing 
all trlgrans and terminal digrams. 
There are also a couple of processing chanties that 
would speed up processing and reduce the number of incor-
rect substitutions. The nunber of incorrect substitutions 
could be reduced by changing the order of processing words 
in a cryptogram. Instead of just taking them in order all 
of the two-letter words should be processed first; then all 
of the three-letter words should be processed and so forth. 
When a substitution is made, processing should start over 
--------------------
at the two-letter words again. This will reduce the number 
of incorrect substitutions because observation has shown 
that the shorter word tables are more complete than the 
longer word tables and the pattern word file. This is 
especially true with the current li~ited table sizes. 
The processing time could be reduced by introducing 
a two-level store concept for the pattern word file pro-
cessing. The first time the pattern word file is accessed 
the relevant records could be saved in a secondary storage, 
either on disk or in high speed ~emory. Then subsequent 
references would be to the smaller file containing only 
the relevant patterns and words. As the pattern word file 
continues to get larger, this would beco~e more and more 
significant. 
A final improvement, probably the most extensive of 
all, would be dynamic table updating. Jii th dyna:nic table 
updating a code could be entered following a successful 
solution, and any words not currently in the tables or 
pattern word file would be autocnatlcally added. This would 
eliminate the manual updating process and keep all of the 
tables and file up to date. 
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CHAP'rEH VII 
SUI'1MARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
·rhe solution of m.onoalphabetic substitution ciphers, 
particularly with short text length, is not a well-defined 
process. Much of the success or failure of a solution de-
pends on an individual's memory and his ability to recall 
specific words. The programs described above are designed 
to be an aid in these areas. 
The programs have proven to be extremely successful. 
Over the course of more than six months they have been used 
on cryptograms from the "Daily Cryptoquote" fe""'ture in the 
newspaper. In at least 95 percent of the cases they have 
been helpful to one degree or another. In some cases they 
have been able to achieve a nearly co~plete solution with-
out any user intervention. 
All of the methods described thus far utilize only one 
word at a ti:ne. In the manual solution process it 1 s some-
times necessary to consider two or more words concurrently 
to narrow down the range of possibilities and, eventually, 
to arrive at the solution. Thus an area for future work 
is to develop algorithms to duplicate this process. 
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